INTRODUCTION
Although the Annual Review of Psychology per iod ically offers chapters on topics in quantitat ive methodology (e.g. L. V. Jo nes & Appelb au m's 1989 chapter on psycho me tric methods), it occasionally allows reviews to her ald ne w subareas of intense development (e.g. Smith's 1976 chapter on analys is of qualitative data). The present chapter is of the latter kind. There is thus no strong consensus on the boundar ies of our area or even on when coverage in a review chapter should begin. There is, however , one enduring cert a inty: We lack adequate sp ace to discuss all the meritor ious and relevant work .
Comb inator ial data analysis (CDA) concerns the arrangement of objects for wh ich relevant data have been obtained. Stated more explic itly, CDA is involved either with (a) the locat ion of arrangements that are optimal for the represent ation of a given data set (and thus is usually operational ized using a specif ic loss-funct io n th at guides the co mbinator ial search def ined by so me set of constr aints imposed by the particular representat ion chosen) or with (b) trying to deter mine in a co nfir matory manner whether a specif ic object arr angement given a priori reflects the observed data. CDA does not (cf Rouanet et al 1986) postulate strong stochast ic mo dels based on specif ic unknown parametric structures as underly ing a give n data set. Although CDA might use or emp irically construct var ious we ight ing fu nct ions, the we ights so obtained are not intended to be interpreted as parameter estimates in so me presumed stochastic model viewed in tum as responsible for ge nerat ing the data. In CDA, manifest data are emphas ized, and the traditional concern for an assu med relatio nship between the data and a restr ictively parameter ized stochast ic population model is essentially ignored.
Methods of CDA are gener ally organized around (a) the types of co m binatorial structures we might use to represent a given data set (e.g. Guenoche & Monjardet 1987 , Hubert 1987 and (b) the cl asses of combinatorial op timization methods used in solving problems of actually locating optimal arrangements rather than the (confirmatory) evaluation of a given one. The latter emphasis on co mputation may seem unusual, but such staples of combinator ial structures as the "travel ing salesman problem," the "min imum spanning tree," and "addit ive trees" have been used to connect seemingly unrelated techniques of discrete data analysis (see respectively Hubert & Baker 1978; Hubert 1974a; Carroll 1976) ; similarly, explicit optimization techniques like "branch-and-bound" and "dyna mic progra mming" have been used to suggest a general appr oach to broad classes of data analysis tasks (see respectively Hand 1981; Hubert & Golledge 1981) .
The need for new techniques to answer questions that , for computational ease , had often been approached using restrictive para metric mo dels (even when their underlying assumptions may be very unrealistic for the problem under study) has not always been acknowledged. According to personal communications, Lerman had considerable difficulty getting his (1980) pro grammatic statement published, and Edgington (1980) found a generally unreceptive audience for the rando mization emphasis in his text. But the Zeitgeist has caught up with and vindicated those authors, as judged by the acclaim for their continuing contributions to the area (e.g. Edgington 1987; Lerman 1988 ) and by special issues of quantitative journals devoted entirely to combinatorial data analysis (e.g. Leclerc & Monjardet 1987a,b,c) .
Most of the papers cited here were published after 1974. We avoid certain research areas here either because they rely implicitly on parame ter estimation (e.g. classification decisions based on discri minant analysis) or because they merit their own review chapters (e.g. the related topics briefly me ntioned in the section on Rankings, Relations, and Partially Ordered Sets, below). Our terminology for mo dels and types of data follows that of an earlier Annual Review chapter by Carroll & Arabie (1980:609-12) . We make extensive use of Tucker's (1964) terminology, distinguishing between "ways" (a ma trix that has rows and columns is two-way) and mo des: If the two ways both corre spond to the same set of entities, as in a proxi mity matrix of n stimuli by n stimuli, the data are two-way one-mo de; if the rows and columns correspond to disjoint sets (e.g. subjects by attributes), the data are two-way two-mode. We note that this terminology has found its way into relevant book titles (e.g. one dedicated to Tucker and edited by Law et al 1984; Coppi & Bolasco 1989) .
SERIATION
Methods of ser iation are, in effect, techniques for the unidimensional scaling or sequencing of a set of objects along a continuum. In the last several decades, these and other strategies of analysis have been developed mo st aggressively by archaeologists whose frequent concern is with a two-mode matr ix of artifacts by sites which is typically converted to a one-mode ma tr ix amenable to nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS) techniques. A review of this methodology may be found in Carroll & Arabie (1980: 617; also see Ler man 1981: Ch. 8; Pliner . 1984; Halperin 1989) . The inherent problem is combinatorial in nature and can be characterized via the ordering of the objects defined by the one mode. Because the ostensible task is to place objects along a continuum so as to optimize an objective function, the problem seems to be one of location estimation along the real line. It is thus susceptible to the usual type of gradient-based optimization techniques (e.g. Kruskal 1964a,b) . Such intuition conflicts with widespread observed failures (e.g. Shepard 1974 :378-79) of gradient-based MDS algorithms when uni dimensional solutions are sought. De Leeuw & Heiser (1977:740) , however, noted that the one-dimensional MDS problem was in fact one of com binatorial optimization and was thus reducible to the search for an ordering along a continuum, possibly with a secondary estimation of the actual coor dinates if desired.
Hubert & Arabie (1986) demonstrated analytically why gradient-based MDS approaches fail for the unidimensional case. We have since provided a combinatorial algorithm that guarantees a global optimum and is compu tationally feasible for medium-sized (e.g. n = 20) proximity matrices (Hubert & Arabie 1986 ). The difficulties with location estimation based on the usual gradient methods are not restricted to the unidimensional case, and we have shown that gradient-based MDS techniques will fail for identical technical reasons when city-block representations are sought in two or more di mensions. As an alternative, combinatorial approaches to higher-dimensional city-block spaces are being developed (Hubert & Arabie 1988; Arabie et al 1989; Heiser 1989) . These methods are in a tradition of combinatorial approaches to MDS (e.g. Hubert & Schultz 1976; Waller et al 1992) .
CLUSTERING
Perhaps the most well-developed and commonly used form of combinatorial data analysis is clustering, which comprises those methods concerned in some way with the identification of homogeneous groups of objects, based on whatever data are available. The immensity of the literature on cluster analy sis precludes our giving much space to applications; fortunately, the Classification Society of North America publishes an annual bibliography, Classification Literature Automated Search Service, based on citations to "classic" articles and books as compiled by the Institute for Scientific In formation. The articles cited there are drawn primarily from the periodical literature on clustering and multidimensional scaling; there were 887 citations for 1990 (Volume 19; Day 1990 Hartigan (1975) out of print released a second edition of Everitt (1980) . The technique is men tioned in such potboilers as Spycatcher (Wright 1987:153) , is central to The Clustering of America (Weiss 1988) , and along with some other methodology suffers frequent misrepresentation in the literature on "artificial intelligence"
(e.g. Denning 1989; and cf Dale's 1985 criticisms of Michalski & Stepp 1983) . In addition to conference volumes largely devoted to clustering and closely related methods (e.g. Van Ryzin 1977; Felsenstein 1983a; Diday et al 1984; Diday et al 1986; Gaul & Schader 1986; Bock 1988) , there have been some noteworthy reviews in such substantive areas as marketing (Wind 1978 (Sokal 1986a (Sokal , 1988a . More methodo logically oriented review articles are cited below.
Formal Underpinnings
For many statisticians. the shady history of cluster analysis is an ongoing cause for suspicion. The early approaches to clustering (e.g. McQuitty 1960) were usually mere convenient algorithms devoid of any associated representa tional model or effort at optimizing a stated criterion. Subsequent remedies to this situation have taken two paths that with few exceptions (e.g. Ling 1973) are distinct. The first is to note that the structures sought by many hierarchical clustering methods (whose output is often represented as an inverted tree diagram or dendrogram, as considered in Murtagh 1984a; see Gordon 1987a for an excellent, comprehensive review) conform to the ultrametric inequality where i, j, and k are members of the stimulus set; dij is the distance between stimuli i and j predicted by the cluster analysis and corresponds to the observed dissimilarity measure that is input for the cluster analysis. The ultrametric inequality is to most forms of hierarchical cluster analysis what the triangle inequality is to two-way MDS (Shepard 1962a,b; Kruskal 1964a,b) . Th at is, the predicted or reconstructed distances resu lting from a relevant hierarchical cluster analysis conform to the ultrametric inequa lity, just . as those from two-way MDS satisfy the triangle inequality. The ultrametric inequality was introduced independently into the literatures of biology, ex perimenta l psychology, and data ana lysis by C. J. Ja rdine et al ( ) an d Johnson (1967 also see Hartigan 1967; and Lance & Williams 1967) in the same year; recognition of its importance in the physical sciences has been somewhat de layed (Rammal et al 1986) and apparently remains to be achieved in the neurosciences (e.g. Ambros-Ingerson et aI1990). A tradition of close inspection of its implications for clustering methods has le d to a better understanding of how various hierarchical techniques are interrelated (Hubert & Baker 1976 lambu 1978; Kim & Roush 1978; Leclerc 1979; Milligan 1979; Batagelj 1981; Leclerc 1981 Leclerc , 1986 Degens 1983 Degens , 1985 Herden 1984; Barthelemy & Guenoche 1988; Critchley & Van Cutsem 1989; Ohsumi & Nakamura 1989) .
The second approach to providing a more defensib le logical basis for clustering algorithms is to re late such algorithms to the vast literatures on graph theory (e.g. Monjardet 1978 Monjardet , 1981a ; see reviews by Hubert 1974b and Guenoche & Monjardet 1987 ) and set and lattice theory (Barbut & Monjardet 1970a,b; Hubert 1977a; Janowitz 1978, 197 9; Janowitz & Schweizer 1989) . This strategy has yielded new insights about the results from cluster ana lyses (e.g. Ling 1975; Hubert & Baker 1976 Matula 1977; Frank 1978; Tarjan 1982; Godehardt 1988; Sriram 1990) Murtagh 1983 Murtagh , 1984b . Although much of this literature reaches a technical depth beyond the training of most psycholo gists (thus perhaps explaining why some of the field's most rudimentary aspects are continually reinvented---e .g. Cooke et aI1986), parts of it remain basic and highly applicab le.
For examp le, a topic of considerable economic importance in graph theory is the minimum spanning tree (MST) problem, in which one emp loys a graph whose nodes correspond to stimu li and whose edges represent possib le links, with weights typically used to predict or reconstruct the empirica l dissimila ri ties data. The objective is to find that tree spanning the graph (so that there is a path between each pair of nodes, but without any cyc les) for which the sum of the edge weights is a minimum/maximum for dis/simi larities. So lving the MST problem is formally equivalent to performing single-link clustering (Gower & Ross 1969) , and the connection between clustering an d spanning trees has proven substantively useful (Hubert 1974a; Murtagh 1985a: Ch. 4 Florek et al (1951) to de vise single-link clustering before the appear ance of the pa per (Kruskal 1956 ) most he avily cited in the English literature on MST algorithms relev ant to engineering. Thus, a formal pr oblem fi rst recognized in the behavioral sciences became one of enormous practical importance.
Lest our summary of these developments in clustering seem too optimistic, we should note the absence of pr ogress in a few areas. For example, N. Jardine & Sibson (1971) introduced the useful distinction between methods of clustering versus algorithms for implementing them : "It is easy to show that the single-link method, for example, can be implemented by a divisive algorithm, an agglomerative algorithm, or by an algorithm which belongs to neither category " (p. 42). While this sensible recommendation has been endorse d by various leaders in the field (e.g. Rohlf 1982:267) , there are still many authors whose writing would be much clearer if the di stinction were respected in their papers. Another regrettable tendency is the occasional resurgence of a nostalgic pr eference for algorithms supported neither by optimization nor models (e.g. Whaley 1982 :173) versus the mo re current approach outlined above.
We now consider some of the areas in which clustering has seen greatest de velopment in recent years.
Clustering of Binary Data
As the limiting case of discreteness, binary (0, 1) data have often claimed a special place in the discussion of numerous fo rms of data analysis (Cox 1970; Tucker 1983) , and clustering is no exception. Such input da ta arc usually two-mo de , and a selected list of clustering methods de veloped specifically for them includes Lerman et al (1980) , Buser & Baroni-Urbani (1982 ), Bross ier (1984 , Guenoche (1985) , Cliff et al (1986) , Muchnik et al (1986 ), Govaert (1988 , Barthelemy (1989) , Li & Dubes (1989 ), an d Mkhadri (1989 . An especially elegant and model-based method is that of De Boeck & Rosenberg (1988; also see Van Mechelen & De Boeck 1990) .
A closely related problem of da ta analysis, often omitted in surveys of methodology because of its nonprobabilistic basis, is the following : Devise a set of binary vectors or keys for optimally and parsimoniously classifying a set of objects, each represented itself as a binary vector (as in a two-mode matri x of objects by attr ibutes). Results on this important problem are found largely in the biological literature (Barnett & Gower 1971; Gower 1973 Gower ,1974 Gower & Payne 1975; Payne & Preece 1980; Sackin & Sneath 1988 ).
Measures of Association or Dissimilarity Coefficients
Many methods of clustering (especially hierarchical ones) require two-way one-mode data, in the form of matrices variously gauging di rect judg ments of perc eived similarity, bra nd switching among products, confusions, correla tions, etc. But the data as they occur ar e often two-way two-mod e (e.g. objects by attributes). As a step in preprocessing such data prior to perform ing a cluster analysis, the conversion from two-to one-mode data is such a common problem that it usually receives its ow n chapt er in texts on cluster ing, and it is also releva nt to MDS (Shepard 1972; Co xon 1982: Ch. 2 ) and related techniques of data analysis (see Gower 1985) . Although the topic has traditio nally seen gr ea test emphasis in biology (see references in Rao 1982) , psychologists conc erned with such substa ntive issues as content analysis (Krippendorf 1980 (Krippendorf , 1987 , interrater agr eement (Hub ert 1977b; Hubert & Golledge 1983; Popping 1988) , information retrieval (W. P. Jones & Furnas 1987) , and choice processes (Doigno n et al 1986) have recently begu n contributing to the literature.
Such consideratio ns as the scale type of the data-whether they are binary, more generally discrete, or conti nuous-have long been paid co nsiderable attention, especially in biology. Go wer (1971) and Lerman (1987) , for ex ample, devised general coefficients of similarity allowing for data where the "var iabl es" (as in a two-mode ma trix of objects by var iables) were "mixed" among those different classes.
The case of binary data is of special interest. If we co nsider two binary valued vectors x and y, then the el em ent-by-element matches are of the four types labeled a, b, c, and d in Figur e 1. For example, ifx= (1, 1, 0, 0) and y= (1, 0, 1, 0), then the first entries (I, 1) in each vector are an a-type pair, the second (l, 0) are a b-type pair, etc. An endl ess nu mb er of coefficients of agreement ca n be written as a fu nctio n of thos e four types; for example, Pearso n product-moment correlation is given by (ad -bc) (1969) were among the first to catalog the various coefficients published and based on th e format of Figure 1 , and their list had fewer than 25 entries, whereas Hubalek's (1982) had 43. The framework of Figur e 1 is also useful for compari ng pairs of partitions, as considered below in th e section on Assessing and Compari ng Structures, where a state of "1" corr esponds to a pair of objects appearing in the same eq uivalence class or cluster in a partitio n, and "0" otherwise. The coefficients then ca n be used to gauge relatedness of pairs of partitio ns.
Given the plethora of such co effic ients, several strategi es of research have evolv ed to answer data analysts' questio ns concerni ng which co efficient(s) to use. For example, in research s o mewhat more relevant to MDS and related spatial models than to clustering, Go wer (1971 , 1986a,b) , Critchley (1986b), Fichet (1986) , Gower & Legendre (1986) , and Zegers (1986) have studied those coefficients leading to one-mode matrices allowing the correspondi ng stimuli to be emb edded perfectly in Euclidean spaces (see Heis er 1986 and Gower 1986b for a current summary of the main issues) by the fitting of various spatial models. W. P. Jones & Furnas (1987) of geometric approach, leading to sophisticated visual portrayals of differen tial performance of such coefficients in the practice of information retrieval. Another line of research has sought to fortify these descriptive statistics to sustain inferential statistical tests. This fo rmidable task faces the immediate obstacle that many of the measures, as initially proposed, are not even bounded by the familiar limits of [-1, + 1] or [0, 1] . Determining the maximum value of such coefficients fo r a given set of da ta is of ten a computationally difficult problem of combinatorial optimization (cf Hubert & Arabie 1985:199) . Impressive advances on this general problem have been made by Lerman (1983a Lerman ( ,b, 1987 , Giakoumakis & Monjar det (1987a ,b) , and Lerman & Peter (1988) . For coefficien ts most commonly used in empirical studies, some important distributional results have recently been repor ted (Heltshe 1988 , Snijders et al 1990 .
It is not surprising that when confronted with such an abun dance of coefficients, various investigators have taken a priori approaches, including emphasis upon patterns of sensitivity to certain aspects of data (Faith 1984) , admissibility conditions (Hubalek 1982 , Vegelius & Janson 1982 , Gower & Legendre 1986 , Zegers 1986 , and formal axioms (Baulieu 1989). As an exemplar of the last approach, Baroni-Urbani & Buser (1976) began with a set of substantively motivated axioms and then derived a new measure satisfying them; the authors also simulated their co efficient's numerical behavior.
While some practitioners would no do ubt agree with Proverbs 20 :23 that "Divers weights [i.e. measures] are an abomination unto the Lord," we cannot improve upon the advice of Weisberg (1974:1 652-1653): " ... I would contend that analysts frequently shoul d not seek a single measure and will never find a perfect measure. Different measures exist because there are different concepts to measure .... It is time to stop acting embarrassed about the supposed surplus of measures and instea d make the fullest possible use of their diversi ty."
Mixture Models
No overview of recent developments in clusteri ng would be complete without consideration of mixture models, in which an underlying co ntinuum is assumed to give rise to disti nct but continuous clusters or subpop ula tions. Sampli ng from such a space gives rise to a "mixture" from the clusters and to the problem of estimating parameters characterizing those clusters. Beca use this aspect of clustering relies heavily on parameter estimation (particularly by maximum likelihood), it is somewhat outside the declared scope of our chapter and will therefore receive only cursory treatment. Followi ng in the tradition of J. H. Wolfe (1 970), recent adva nces have appeared at an increas ing rate (Hartiga n 1975: Ch. 5; Marriott 1982; McLachlan 1982; Meehl & Golden 1982; Basford & McLachlan 1985; Windham 1985 Windham , 1987 Bryant 1988; Ga nesalingam 1989; Govaert 1989) 
Overlapping Clustering
In the "modem" era of clustering, the first formalized approach to overlap ping, instead of hierarchical or partitioning, clustering (N. Jardine & Sibso n 1968) occasioned extensive rehearsals (in the form of algorithmic de velopments by Cole & Wishart 1970; Rohlf 1974 Rohlf , 1975 , but to date only one performance (p ublished analysis of empirical data with interpretation: Morgan 1973) .
More rece nt times have been conducive to the developme nts of models, associated algorithms, and substantive applications. The ADCLUS model (Shepard & Arabie 1979) , devised for fitti ng to a single (two-way one-mode) proximity matrix, has seen extensio ns to the three-way ("i ndividual dif For a list of published applications of overlappi ng clustering, see Arabie et al (1987a :57, 63; , as well as Faith (1985) , Mirkin (1 98 6, 1987 Mirkin (1 98 6, , 1989b Mirkin (1 98 6, , 1990 , Arabie & Maschmeyer (1988) , Sab ucedo et al (1 990), and Walker (1 98 9).
As an alternative both to hierarchical and to overlapping clustering, partition ing approaches assign ca ch object to exactly one cluster. Described generical ly, the objective is to maximize similarity/cohesiveness/homogeneity within ea ch cluster while maximizing heterogeneity among clusters. While the im portance of partitioning approaches to data analysis has long been re cognized in the behavioral and biological sciences (MacQ uee n 1967; Lee 1980; Lee & MacQueen 1980) , it has recently enjoyed great emphasis in eco nomics as well, in such applications as fac ility locatio n (Klastori n 1982) and especially in the layout of computer circuitry (Barnes 1982) . Because the number of distinct partitions of n objects into m clusters increases approximately as mn/m! (the printers' demons have conspired so successfully against this expression that its denomi nator is inco mplete in Duran & Odell 1974:41 and missing altogether in Hartigan 1975: 130) , attempting to find a globally optimum solution (regardless of the measure of goodness-of-fit employed) is us ually not computationally feasible.
Thus, a wide variety of heuristic approa ches (capably reviewed both by Belbin 1987 and by Jain & Dubes 1988:89-117) have been developed to find local optima. Hartigan (1975 : 102) summarized differences among approaches as stemming from "(i) the starting clusters, (ii) the movement rule [i.e. transferri ng objects among clusters], and (iii) the updati ng [of good ness-of fit] rule. " In addition, the measure of goodness-of-fit should be consistent with the scale type of the data (see Hartigan 1975: Ch. 4, 6, 7) . Not surprisingly, the scale type assumed often is interval or ratio, and the strong est res ults and most readily available software are for this case (Gordon & Henderson 1977; Spaeth 1980: Ch. 3; . Klein & Dubes (1989) have re cently suggested that the simulated annealing approach to optimization (Kirkpatrick et al 1983; see Dubes 1988; Ripley 1990 ) might be useful for partitioning, in contrast to negative results for somewhat related problems of data analysis (De Soete et al 1988) . In an interesting and novel development, Spaeth (1986b,c) has turned the traditional partitioning problem inside out with "a nticlusteri ng," which seeks maximal heterogeneity within cl us ters and minimal heterogeneity betwee n cl usters.
Constrained Clustering
The imposition of a priori constraints on a cluster solution generally makes both the des cription and implementation of a clustering algorithm more complicated but can sometimes confer major benefits. For example, if objects to be partitioned are already sequenced (i.e. placed on a line), so that all clusterings of them must respect this ordering, then the amount of computa tion is reduced enough to allow findi ng a global optimum in circumstances where an unconstrained global optimum wo uld be inco nceivable (Gordo n 1973a; Hartigan 1975: Ch. 6; Spaeth 1980:61-64) .
A commoner co nstraint is co ntiguity in a pla ne , with co nsequent difficul ties in designing corresponding algorithms (as reviewed by Murtagh 1985b). The problem occurs frequently enough to have engendered an impressive literature within clustering (Gordon 1980b; 1981:61-69; Matula & Sokal 1980; Ferligoj & Batagelj 1982 Perruchet 1983a; DeSarbo & Mahaja n 1984; Margules et al 1985; Finde n & Gordon 1985; Legendre 1987) .
Consensus Clustering
Inventors of spatial models have lo ng disgreed over whether and how one should aggregate data and represent gro up str ucture or sho uld instead portray individual differences (among subjects or other sources of data) (T ucker & Messick 1963; Ross 1966; Cliff 1968; Carroll & Chang 1970; Arabie et al 1987a ; also see chapters in Law et al 1984 and Coppi & Bolasco 1989) . But such discrete structures as de ndrograms afford a different approach to this problem of data analysis: representat I on of the group structure as a co ns ensus over the str uctures fitted to individuals' data (or dendrograms from other sources-such as different clustering procedures applied to the same da ta) . Th at is, us ing the topology of the de ndrograms for a common set of objects, and based on each source's data (and in general igno ri ng the ultrametric or other numerical values assoc iated with levels of the dend rograms), hi ghly formalized rules, often embodying classical approaches to voti ng and social choice (Mirkin 1979: Ch. 2; Day 1988) , are used to constr uct a best-fitting conse nsus de ndrogram. Excellent revie ws and bibliographies of selected areas of this research are available (Bar thelemy & Monjardet 1981 Monjardet , 1988 Day 1986b; Leclerc & Cucumel 1987; Barthelemy et al 1986; Leclerc 1988 Leclerc , 1989 , and a special is sue of the J oumal of Classification (Day 1986a) was devoted to conse nsus class if ications. In addition to empirically oriented de velopments (Gordon & Finde n 1985; Gordon 1986 Gordon , 1987b Faith 1988; Leclerc 1988) 
Cluster Validity
So long as the input data are of the appropr iate number of modes, ways, etc, most methods of clusteri ng will deterministically produce a clustering solu tion. Moreover, different methods will generally produce different solutions based on the same inp ut data. The questio n naturally arises whether the clusters have "reality" or validity vis-a-vis the data (cf Hartigan 1975:202-203; Dubes & Ja in 1979) . Jain & Dubes (1988: Ch . 4) provide a useful summary of strategies for validat ion: "External criteria measure performance by matching a clustering struct ure to a priori information. . . . Internal criteria assess the fit between the structure and the data, us ing only the data themselves .. . . Relative criteria dec ide wh ich of two str uctures is better in some sense, such as be ing more stable or appropr iate for the data" (emphas is in the original, p. 161). Amo ng the issues most commo nly invest igated are select io n of indices of cluster structure and their distribut io ns (Day 1977; Murtagh 1984c 
Variable Selection and Weighting
Although we noted above in the sect ion on dissimilarity coeff ic ie nts that co nvers io n of a two-mode to a one-mode matr ix prior to cl uster ing should be regarded as a step separate from the actual cl uster analys is, some authors have sought to link the original two-mode matr ix more directly to the mecha nics of the cluster analys is. DeSarbo et al (1984) devised an approach for "syn thes ized cl us tering" in wh ich the var iables in a two-mode (objects by vari ables) matrix were iterat ively and differe nt ially weighted accord ing to the ir relat ive importa nc e to the emergent K-mea ns (MacQ uee n 1967) cl uster str uc ture. Th is procedure was exte nded from part itions to ul trametric trees by De Soete et al (1985) , who also sketched deta ils for further extensions to addi tive, multiple, and three-way trees (d iscussed below), some of wh ich were implemented later by De Soete & Ca rroll (1988) . De Soete provided both an algorithm (198 6) and software (1988) for opt imal variable we ighting in fitting either an ultrametr ic or an add it ive tree to a si ngle two -mode matr ix . Fowlkes et al (1988) dev ised a forward selection procedure for var iables in a two-mode matr ix inte nd ed for complete-link hierarch ical clusteri ng as well as other methods (1987) .
The practical importa ncc of such approachcs quickly led to evaluat io ns. Milliga n (1989) reported positive res ults from a val idat ion st udy of De Soete's (1986 Soete's ( , 1988 tech niques, whereas Green et al (1990) obta ined disappo int ing results in eval uat ing algor ithms of DeSarbo et al (1984) and De Soete et al (1985) .
Computational Advances
Cl ustering was amo ng the first areas of data analys is to be influenced by computer scientists' preoccupation with comp utat io nal complexity (Day 1983a provides a nice overview), and efforts to design cl uster ing algorithms for large data sets are ongoing. Releva nt aspects of cluster ing comprise part it io ning (Hansen & laumard 1987; Ha nsen et al 1989) , complete-l ink (Defays 1977; Hanse n & Delattre 1978), single-l ink (Rohlf 1973; Sibson 1973; Hansen & Lehert 1980; Hansen et al 1989) , and other forms of hierarchical clustering (Morineau & Lebart 1986; Guenoche et al 1991) , including by parallel algorithms (Lerman & Peter 1984) .
Substantive Developments
We noted earlier that the enormous literature of applications of clustering could not be covered in this chapter, but we do want to mention two substantive areas that have been especially active in their use and advance ment of clustering. & Doreian 1990 ).
In the area of social personality and autobiography, Rosenberg's innovative analyses (1988, 1989) of data meticulously extracted from the auto biographical novels of Thomas Wolfe coincide with a greater public demand for autobiographies. Such work might even provide a curative for psy chobiographies.
EVOLUTIONARY TREES
When Science initiated its software review section, the first contribution (Fink 1986 ) compared programs for reconstructing phylogenetic trees, typically on the basis of molecular data. Further evidence of the surge of interest in the role of clustering in reconstructing evolutionary patterns is given by articles in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (e.g. Sokal (1985) , and numerous chapters in Felsenstein (1983a) ; Dress & von Haeseler (1990) and Luong (1989) provide a range of current topics of investigation. Holman (1985) provides an important psycho logical and methodological perspective on some of the basic issues of taxon omy.
ADDITIVE TREES AND OTHER NETWORK MODELS
In graph theory, a tree is a connected graph without cycles. As noted earlier when considering the MST problem, for representing psychological structure, the nodes of the graph correspond to stimuli and the links connecting them have weights whose numerical values are used to reconstruct or predict the input data so that goodness-of-fit can be gauged. In the subsections above concerned with hierarchic al clustering, the metric used for predicting the data was usually based on the ultrametric. A different metric, based on a relaxation of the ultrametric inequality and often called the "four-points condition" is a popular altern ative and gives representations variously known as free trees, path length trees, or additive trees. In general, we do not repeat the review of the topic given in Carroll & Arabie (1980:623-24) except to note general overviews by Carroll (1976) and Shepard (1980) . All subsections below, until the section on representations of two-and higher-mode data, assume a single input (one-mode two-w ay) proximities matrix.
Algorithms and Models
Considerable work on algorithms for fitting additive trees has been done recently (Abdi et al 1984; Brossier 1985; Guenoche 1986a; Barthelemy & Guenoche 1988) ; Guenoche (1987) has compared five algorithms. Some of the strategies of speci aliz ation used successfully for hierarchical clustering have also proved useful for additive trees. Specifically, there are versions for binary data (Guenoche 1986b) and for constr ained represent ations (De Soete et al 1987) .
Recent advances in devising and fitting more general graph-theoretic mod els are impressive (Orth 1988 (Orth , 1989 Hutchinson 1989; Klauer 1989; Klauer & Carroll 1989 Friendly (1977 Friendly ( , 1979 pointed out the advantages of modeling structure of org anization in free recall around the combinatorial framework of the MST (see Hubert 1974a) . Combinatori al models have since been devised (Hubert & Levin 1976 Levin & Hubert 1980; Pellegrino & Hubert 1982) to allow testing for a wi de range of subst antive structural predictions. Results from Hirtle and his colleagues (McKeithen et al 1981; Hirtl e 1982; Hirtle & Crawley 1989) have demons tr ated that a tree with seriated no des can be reco nstructed using replicated orderings of a set of objects, as in multi-trial free recall paradigms; Shii na (1986) has attempted the same feat for obtaining MDS solutions.
Representations Based on Two-and Higher-Mode Data
Altho ugh for many years ultr am etric represent ations wer e limited to one mo de, Furnas (1980) el eg antly generalized the ultr ametric inequality to two mode dat a, and De Soete et al (1 984a,b) provided least squares algorithms for fitting either ultrametric or additive trees to two-way two-mode data (also see co nt ributions by Brossier 1986 Brossier , 1990 . De Soete et al (1986) have also devised an algorithm for fitting ultrametric or additive trees to two-mode data and simultaneously estimati ng optimal weights for th e variables as well during the co nv ersion to one-mode dat a. Finally, in a dev elopment that has seen rapid pr ogress, two-or higher-mo de preference data are no w suitable for fitting stoch astic tree unfolding models (Carroll et al 1988 (Carroll et al , 1989 Carroll & De Soete 1990) .
ASSESSING AND COMPARING STRUCTURES
In our introductory ch aracterization of wh at CDA might legitimately encom pass, we mentio ned the co nfirm atory co mp ariso n of two (or more) structures definable on some commo n set of objects. Usually, struct ur es (e.g. input matrices, sequences, partitions, graphs, trees) to be comp ared are first repre sent ed in the form of matrices whose entri es numeri cally gauge some relation ship among the common objects; in the simplest case of two structures, one matrix is typically empirical and the seco nd either posited theoreti cally or also generated empiri cally. Th e actual co mpariso n strategy invari ably relies on some correlational measure between the entri es from th e two given matrices (or their suitable transformations); a substanti al literature illustr ates the pro cedur es using various types of descriptive measur es . Dependi ng on the ob jects and type of matrices involved, this work may be (a) axiomatic in attempting to char acterize "good" measures in a particular co nt ext (Bar thelemy 1979; Lecl er c 1985a ,b; Barthelemy et aI 1986) , (b) sp ecific to certain types of str uct ur al representations (Day 1983b; Go wer 1983; Lecl er c 1982; Rohlf 1974 Rohlf , 1982 Gordon, 1980a Gordon, , 1981 , and (c) perh aps ev en dep endent on solving certain initial (and possibly difficult) optimization tasks (Gordon 1973b (Gordon , 1982 (Gordon , 1988 Delcoigne & Hansen 1975; Klastorin 1980; Lerman 1988; W. Miller & Myers 1988; ten Berge 1988; Gor do n et aI 1989) .
The most active area of work involving the comparison of structures (through matrices) can be seen as extending a seminal paper by Mantel (1967) , which suggests a particular randomization method that allows a correlational measure of association between matrix entries to be assessed for relative size, and does so through a significance test that maintains the integrity of the structures being compared. The actual evaluation is based on the conjecture of no relationship between matrices , and is operationalized by the explicit hypothesis of randomness in the pairing of the objects between the two struc tur es.
The range of applications for this matrix comparison method and associated significance testing strategy is enormous; many of the possibilities, at least as of 1986 , are documented by Hubert (1987) . The encompassed topics include, among others , almost all methods encountered in classical nonparametric statistics (Hubert 1987) , the assessment of spatial autocorrelation for variables observed over a set of geographical locations (Upton & Fingleton 1985; Sokal 1986b; Sokal et al 1987) , multivariate analysis of variance (Mielke 1978 (Mielke , 1979 M ielke et al 1976) , assessment techniques concerned with various conjectures of combinatorial structure that might be posited for an empirically determined measure of proximity (Dow & de WaaI 1989) , and the comparison of two empirically generated matrices that might contain rather general measures of proximity (Dow & Cheverud 1985; Cheverud et al 1989) or matrices with very restricted entries (e.g. binary) defining various com binatorial structures (Verhelst et al 1985; Lerman 1987 Lerman , 1988 ; Lerman & Peter 1988) .
The same general strategy for comparing two matrices has recently been extended to the comparison of sets of matrices through the use of optimally weighted composites. The case of particular interest in the literature thus far compares a single matrix to a set of matrices through the use of a multiple correlation coefficient between the corresponding matrix entries (Smouse et al 1986; Hubert & Arabie 1989) NONDESTRUCTIVE DATA ANAL YSIS Murtagh (1989) contributed the engaging rubric of "nondestructive data analysis" to a particular class of matrix permutation strategies; we use it here to refer in general to matrix permutation approaches to data analysis. Such methods simply seek to find a permutation or reordering of the rows and columns of matrices so as to reveal interpretable patterns not otherw ise apparent; histo ric ally these methods are linked to seriation (Katz 1947 Lingoes 1968) . Hartigan (1972 has shown the advant ages of "d irect" clustering appro aches that ad dress two-mode data directly, without first converting them to a one -mode matrix (see also De Soete et al I984a, b) . Among the other strategies of matrix pe rmut ation and /o r partitioning th at have see n the most ac tivity in recent ye ars is the "bond energy" approach of McCormick et al (1972; also see Lenstra 1974 ) . Reviews are given by Mur tagh (1985a: Ch . 1) and Arabie & Huber t (1990) . For a sampling of recent work on the problem, see Kusi ak et al (1986 ), Marcotorchi no (1986 , Ku siak & Fi nk e (1987), Hilger et al (1989) , and Arabie et al (1990) .
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN DISCRETE VERSUS SPATIAL STRUCTURES
C. J. provided a co ntinuous transformation relating the tri angle and ultrametric inequalities , somewhat in support of the common intuition that the Euclidean metric and ultr ametric-b ased hierarchical clus ter ing were highly compatible vehicle s for representing struct ure in data. Hol man's classic (1972; also see the appendix of Gower & Banfield 1975) result shattered this complacency by showing that data conformi ng perfectly to one metric were somewh at antithetic al to the other. But bec ause empirical data rarely ever fit either model without error, the folklore of compatibility be tween relev ant discrete and spat ial models is still empiric all y usef ul (see Krusk al 1977 for an excellent discussion). Critchley (1986a) aptly decried and undermined the "widespread myths surrounding the work [i.e. result] of Holman (1972) ," which are still promulg ated by some cogni tive ps ychologists (e.g. McNamara 1990). Such misunde rst andi ngs can hardly be blamed on Holman, who st ated his res ults concisel y and elegantly.
Strategies of comparing the two classes of representations have included geometric anal ys es (Tversky & Hutchinso n 1986) and computationally based comparative data analyses (Pruz a nsk y et al 1982) which suggested that data from perceptual domains were more compatible with Euclidean spatial repre sentations whereas data from co nceptual domains were better suited to dis crete representations. Furnas (1989) has provided an innov ative graphical approach showing interrelatio ns among families of relevant metrics . Critchley & Heiser (1988) showed th at data pe rfectly co nforming to hierarchic al trees can also be represented without error unidimensio nall y, while Brossier (1984) and Diday (1986) have so ught to generalize and exploit relationships be tween these different types of represent ations (Arabie 1986) . Hybrid appro aches seeking simultaneously to combine the adv ant ages of MDS and clustering continue to be appe aling (Carroll & Pr uz ansk y 1980; Bock 1986; Mirkin 1989b ).
REPRESENTATIONS OF THREE-AND HIGHER-WAY DATA
Carro ll & Arab ie (1980 :638) noted that "we see a stro ng trend tow ard the developme nt of three-way models with ap plications of three-and higher-way methods becoming almost as numerous as two-way applications." As re viewed by Arab ie & Daws (1988), various subst antive developments have he lped assure the outcome of this pred ictio n (Snyde r et aI 1984), and we noted earlier that some re ce nt edited volumes Coppi & Bolasco 1989) are exclusively co ncerned with re presenting higher-w ay data. In add i tion to the papers cited in the sect io n above on addit ive trees , examples of such generalizatio ns include hybrid models fo r three-way data (C arroll & Pruzansky 19 83) and ultrametric re prese ntations fo r th ree-way two-mode (Carrol l et al 1984) as well as three-mode data (De Soete & Carroll 1989).
RANKINGS , RELATIONS, AND PARTIALLY ORDERED SETS
As no ted above , this co ngeries has demonstrated the signs of a mature subdiscipline, includ ing its ow n specialized journ al (Order, est abl is hed in 1984), jo ining numerous others of re levance and amassing a burgeoning literature. We can give these top ics only cu rsory co ns ide rat ion here-a co nst ra int re grett able because too many psycholog ists are unaware of the en ormous str ides (some of them of eminently practical use) that have re ce ntly taken place in this area of re search. For ex ample, Cook and his co llaborators (Arm stro ng et al 198 2; Cook & Kress 1984 ; Cook et a1 1986) have prov ided useful re sults fo r obtaining a co nsensus ordering fro m a set of ordinal ra nkings of n entities fr om a committee of m members. Other applicatio ns-orie nted developme nts include those reported by Crit chlow (1985) and Fligner & Ve rducci (1986) . . (1979, 1980) , Schader (1979) , Do ig no n & Falmagne (1984), Leclerc (1984 Leclerc ( , 1987 Leclerc ( , 1989 , Gaul & Schader (1988) , Saporta (1988) , and Fishburn & Falmagne (1989) .
PRACTICAL ADVANCES
A cons iderable lag will undoubtedly precede much of CDA's imp act on workaday data analysis. We now wish to co ns ider instead some re sults that should have more imme diate impact. For example , we noted above that converting fr om a two-to a one -mode ma trix is a common prerequisite fo r many cluster analyses . If the data are a ma trix of objects by variables and the analyst wishes to compute Euclidean di stances between all pairs of objects, a common problem is whether and how to standardize the variables, prior to using their entries as coordinates fo r computing inter-object distances. Milli gan & Cooper (1988) have provided a re sult (the superio rity of divi ding by the range of a variable) that probably me rits "w ritten in stone " status.
Another practical problem on which Milligan and his collaborators have made progress is the question of which measure of relatedness between partitions is best fo r cl ust er val idat ion . (As noted earl ier, the framework of Figure 1 fa cilitates proliferation of such measures between partitions, just as it does fo r measur es of association fo r paired variables. ) Concluding a com parativ e study of the co efficients regarded for either theoret ical or emp ir ical reasons to be fo rerunners , Milligan & Cooper (1986:457) Th is lacuna in general reflects no lack of interest in devis ing such tests (Perr uchet 1983b; Bock 1985 ; Hart igan 1977 Hart igan , 1978 Hart igan , 1985 but rather the adamantine nature of the problems . It should be noted, however , that in fe rential procedures are available fo r testing signifi cance fo r bimo dality (Giacomelli et Another common problem arises as users of techniques try to compare the output fr om two or mo re analyses when in fa ct the substantive theory suggests that a correlation between the input proxi mity (or other types of) matrices is instead called fo r (c f Carroll & Ar abie 1980:636) . Although the in ferent ial problem was solved over a decade ago (Hubert 1978 (Hubert , 1979 , no general purpose software is available fo r carrying out such analyses . Mehta (1990 ; personal communication) has informed us of the possibility of inclu ding such a capab il ity in StatXact (Mehta 1990) . StatXact runs as a stand-alone package but can also be invoked from SYSTAT (Wilkinson 1989) . Th is development should undercut all excuses fo r doing the wrong analysis.
BIBLIOGRAPHIC CONSIDERATIONS
Authors of Annual Review chapters should be allowed the indulgence of observing what makes their work-and presumably that of others in the field--easy or di fficult : We have already noted that much of the literature on CDA is found in conference proceed ings and other ed ited volum es . Th es e single volumes of ten cost three or mo re times the price of an annual sub scrip-tion to the mo st relevant journals, and the ch apters are generally not covered by indexing services like the Institute for Scientific Infor mation or their publications . Reviewers' unhappiness has apparently be come ritual : "In fu ture public at ions, I hope editors can be prevailed upon to prov ide an index and the publ isher can match price with quality of production and do greater justice to the contributors' work" (Coxon 1988:298) , or "Finally, two 'class ical' cr itical comments on such publications : unfortun ately, this volume does not include a subject index and it is very expens ive (US $136.75)" (Ferl igoj 1990: IS8) . Even when an in dex is included (Bock 1988) , it is fo und in adequate (Okada 1989) . Pu blishers ' increasing reluctance to produce such volumes coinc ides with libr arians' (not to me nt ion private individuals') dis pleasure over the prices; the pro ble m may be self-ter minating.
PROSPECTS
Despite the disciplinary diversity of contributions (both negative and posi tive), it is clear that the field is coalescing around certain themes: (a) types of data and their implic ations fo r poss ible representations ; (b) the relationsh ips among algebraic, geometric, and logic al structures; and (c) those rel a tionships ' implications for represent ations of structure in data. Such de velopments, however, are not buttressed by the so ftware found in statistical packages, and the result is a widening gap between elegant develop ments in algor ithms and mo dels versus access to them by potent ial users.
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